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1. INTRODUCTION 
Matrix differential equations appear frequently in a wide variety of models in physics and en- 
gineering [1-4]. Apart from the problems where the mathematical pattern is written in matrix 
form~ they also appear when special techniques to solve scalar or vectorial problems are used. 
Examples of such situations are the embedding methods for the study of linear boundary value 
problems [5], shooting methods to solve scalar or vectorial problems with boundary values con- 
ditions [6], lines method for the numerical integration of partial differential equations [7], or 
homotopic methods to solve nonlinear systems equations [8]. 
The vectorization techniques to transform a matrix problem in a set of scalar equations or 
vectorial independent has several drawbacks, [9]. First, the physical sense of the magnitudes 
is lost with vectorization techniques. Secondly, the computational cost increases. Finally, the 
vectorization techniques waste the advantages of those symbolic languages adapted to matrix 
expressions. 
This work we will develop a method for the numerical integration of the first-order matrix 
differential linear equation given by 
Y ' (x )  = A(x )Y (x )  + B(x ) ,  a < x < b, 
= Yo, (1) 
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where Ira, Y E C "xq, A:  [a,b] --* C rxr, B :  [a,b] ~ C r×q verifies A,B  eCl([a,b]), it guarantees 
the existence of only one solution Y(x) of (1), which is continuously differentiable, [10, p. 99]. 
Problem (1) appears in the mathematical modelling of many different echnological pplica- 
tions, see [11] and also dealing with nonlinear problems uch as Riccati equations [12-14] after 
using some linealization technique. Numerical methods for the calculation of approximate solu- 
tions of problems of the type (1) by means of linear multistep methods with constant step have 
been studied in [15]. Although for these methods exist a priori error bound given in function 
of the problem data,this error bound is given in terms of an exponential which depends on the 
integration step h, forcing in the practice to take a value of h too small. Therefore, these methods 
require some interpolation techniques in order to get a continuous solution, [15]. Other methods, 
based on the developments of Magnus or Fer, [16], require the calculation of the exponential of 
some matrices involving high computational cost. 
In the scalar case, the cubic splines were used in [17] for the resolution of ordinary differential 
equations, obtaining approaches that, among other advantages, they were of C 1 class in the 
interval Ia, b], easily valuables and with an approach error O(h4). Recently, the splines have been 
used in the resolution of other scalar problems, [18]. In [19] have been developed an implicit 
spline method by means of Hermite interpolation techniques for vector problems. 
In this paper, we propose a method using cubic matrix splines for the numerical approximation 
to the solution of (1). The present work extends this important advantages obtained in [17] for 
the scalar case to the matrix framework. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we develop the proposed method including 
the study of the approximation error and a constructive algorithm. Finally, some examples will 
be presented in Section 3. 
Along this work we will denote by C p×q the set of the rectangular p x q complex matrices. If 
A • C r×s, we will denote for t[A[[ their 2-norm, defined by 
IIAII = sup IIAzll 
.~o  Ilzll ' 
where for a vector z in C:, Llzll = (z*z) 1I~ is the usual Euclidean norm of z. By [20, p. 56], it 
follows that 
m.ax la~il < IIAII < V/-~m..a.xlaiil. (2) 
We will denote by Pn[x] the set of matrix polynomials with degree n and real variable x. We 
will say that one matrix function g : [a, b] -~ C r×q is of class ]~ ~_ 0, and we will represent i
g E Ck([a, b]), if g it is k-times differentiable, and its k th derivative is continuous in [a, b]. Let be 
[a, b] C ~ and be 
A= {a=x0 <xx  < ' "  < z~ =b},  
a partition of [a, b]. Given m an integer bigger or equal to zero, we define the set of matrix splines 
of order rn as 
{ } c "×~A ~ = [~,b] '~  ;~Q•C ~-~( [~,b l )  - ( )m-1 Q: "×q f QI[.,_~,.,] (z) • P~lx], c ,n},  
If m = 3 the matrix splines are called matrix cubic splines, [21]. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE APPROACH 
Let us consider the partition of the interval [a, b] given by 
A[~,b 2={a=xo<xl<. . .<xn=b) ,  x~=a+kh,  k=0,1 , . . . ,n ,  (3) 
where h = (b - a)/n, being n a positive integer. 
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We will build in each subinterval [a + kh, a + (k + 1) h] a matrix cubic spline approximating the 
solution of problem (1). For the first interval [a,a + hi, we consider that the spline is defined by 
Sl[a,a+h] (x) = Y(a) + Y'(a)(x - a) + 1Y"(a)(x2. - a)2 + ~ao(xl _ a).~ ' (4) 
where the matrix ~0 c C rxq is a parameter to be determined. As S][,,,,,+h](x) defined in (4) 
verifies: 
Sl[~,a+hl (a) = Y(a), S'I[~,~+ M (a) = Y'(a) = A(a)Y(a) + B(a), 
to obtain the spline we must determine Y"(a) and no. A simple calculation, using A~B E 
Cl([a, b]), shows that 
Y"(x) ---- (A'(x) + A2(x)) Y(x) + A(x)S(x) + B'(x), (5) 
for what we can evaluate Y"Ca) using (5). 
We have left the problem of determining c~0 when the spline is totally determined. For that, 
we will impose the spline be a solution of the problem (1) in the point x = a + h, 
S'lio,o+,l (a + h) = A(a + h) SlEo,o+hl (a + h) + B(a + h). (6) 
From (6) we obtain the matrix equation with an only unknown matrix a0: 
= 2 [A(a+h)(Y(a)+Y'(a)h+ 1Y ' J (a )h2)+B(a+h, -Y ' (a ) -Y" (a )h ] .  (7) 
Assuming that matrix equation (7) has one solution only ~0, this technique determines the 
spline in the interval In, a + hi. 
In the interval [a + h, a + 2hi, the matrix cubic spline takes the form 
(=) = sit.,.+.] (a+ h)+ S'l[o,,,+h] (a+ h) (x -  (a+ h)) 
(s) , 1 +~ ~"lio,a+h] (a + h)(x - (a+ h)) 2 + al(X - (a + h)) 3, 
so S(x) defined on [a, a + h] U [a + h, a + 2hi it is of class C2([a, a + 2h]), and all the coefficients 
of the spline S[[a+h,a+2u] (x) are determined with the exception of a l  E C rxq. It is easy to check 
that the spline (8) satisfies the differential equation (1) in x = a + h, for what we will determine 
a l  by imposing that (8) be also a solution of (1) in x = a + 2h 
S'][~+h,~÷2M (a+ 2h) = A(a + 2h) S][~+h,~+2M (a + 2h) + B(a + 2h). (9) 
From (9) we obtain the matrix equation with an only matrix unknown a l  
( ,  A o+2h, )o, 
2[ ( , ) 
= h-- ~ A(a+2h) Sl[,,,,,+M(a+h)+S'l[,,,o+hl(a+h)h+- ~ S'l[,,,.+h](a+h)h 2 (10) 
+ B(a+ 2h) -- S'l[~,~+hl (a+ h) - S"l[~,~+h] (a + h)h] . 
Assuming that matrix equation (10) has one solution only a l ,  in this way the spline is totally 
determined in the iatervai [a + h, a + 2h]. 
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Iterating this process, let us consider the matrix cubic spline constructed until the subinterval 
[a + (k - 1)h, a + kh] and we define it in the next subinterval [a + kh, a + (k + 1)h] as 
1 
S][~+kh,~+(k+l)h} (X) = ~k(X) + ~.~(X  -- (a -4- kh)) 3, 01)  
where 
2 1 S(k) (a + kh)(x - (a + kh)) k. (12) 
k~0 
Defined so, the matrix cubic spline S(x) E C2(U~=0[a + jh, a + (j + 1)h]), and it is easy to cheek 
that it verifies the differential equation (1) in the point x = a+kh. We determine ak by imposing 
that differential equation (1) is satisfied at the point x = a + (k + 1)h 
S'l[~+kh,~+(k+~)hl (a + (k + 1)h) 
= A(a+ (k + 1)h) Sl[=+kh,~+(k+Dh 1 (a + (k + 1)h) +B(a + (k + 1)h), 
that developing takes us to the matrix equation 
 A(o + 1)h)) 
2 
= -~5 [A(a + (k + 1)h)flu(a + (k + 1)h) + B(a + (k + 1)h) - fl~(a + (k + 1)h)]. 
(13)  
Note that solubility of equation (13) is guaranteed showing that the matrix (I - (h/3)A(a + (k + 
1)h)) is invextible, for k = 0, 1, . . . ,  n - 1. Let us denote 
M = max{ l lA (~) l l  ; ~< • < b} ,  (14) 
and then 




thus taking h < 3/M, one has ] ] I -  (I - (h/3)A(a + (k + 1)h))ll _< 1, which guarantees, for 
the perturbation lemma, [20, p. 58], that matrix (I - (h/3)A(a + (k + 1)h)) is invertible, and 
therefore, the equation (13) has unique solution ak, for k = 0,1, . . . ,  n -  1. Taking into account 
[17, Theorem 5] and (2), the following result has been established. 
THEOREM 2.1. 
(i) Assume that A, B • Cl([a, b]) and let h > 0 so that h <_ 3/M where M is given by 
(14), then the matrix cubic spfine S(x) defined in each subinterval [a + kh, a + (k + 1)hi, 
k = 0, 1, . . . ,  n -1  for (11) is well defined and it is only defined by the previous construction. 
(ii) IrA, B C C3([a, b]) then I IS(x) - Y(~)II  = O(h% Vx • [a, hi. 
The following algorithm allows us to the calculation of the approximate solution of (1) by 
means of matrix cubic spllnes in the interval [a, b]. 
ALGORITHM. 
• Step 1. Determine the constants M and Y"(a) given by (14) and (5), respectively. Take 
n > M(b - a)/3 and h = (b - a)/n and consider the partition A[a,b ] given by (3). 
• Step 2. For k = 0, solve the matrix equation (7) and compute S] [~,~+h] (x) defined by (4). 
• Step 3. For k = 1, . . . ,  n - l ,  solve the matrix equation (13) and compute S][~+kh,~+(k+l)hl(:C) 
defined by (11). 
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3. EXAMPLES 
I n  th i s  sect ion ,  we tes t  the  a lgorL thm in  a s i tuat ion  where  the  exact  so lu t ion  is known.  
EXAMPLE 3.1 .  Let  us  consider the problem 
Y ' (X) -xa_ -z_ l  1 x ~+x 2 -x -1  
(16) 
Y(0)=[10], Y(x) eC 2, 
problem the xact sol tio  l = ~ , so we will be able to calculate the ap- 
proximation error. Taking derivatives it follows that Y"(x) = (A'(z) + [A(x)]2)Y(x), Y'(O) = 
(11) ,  and  Y" (0 )= (21) .  As max=e[o,1 ] HA(x)H <_ 3, we take M = 3. For n = 10, one A(0)Y(0) 
satisfies n > M(b - a)/3, so we take h = (b - a) /n  = 0.1. 
The resu l t s ,  obtained with MATHEMATIGA, V.4.0, arv shown JIl Table 1. 
In Table I the values in the er ror  column are the max/mum of  the 2-norm/n  each  subinterval. 
Note that the results are  o f  o rder  O(h ~) for  h = 0.1. Th /s  means  th~ bounds in Theorem 2.1 
are quite conservative and that in practice results are bet ter .  
Table 1. 
[~,  z~+l] Approximation Errors 
( 1 + x + 0.5~ 2 + 0.172635z a "~ [o, 0.1] x + x 2 + 0.523192x 3 ] 6.33721 × 10 - s  
( 0.999977 + 1.00059x +0.493104x 2 +0.19562x 3 "~ 6.05558 × 10 -6  [0.1,0.2] k --0.0000967783 + 1.0029x + 0.970967x 2 -I- 0.61997x 3 ] 
/ 0.999844 + 1.00269~ -I- 0.483099x 2 + 0.212297x n 
[0.2, 0.3] ~,--0.000617165 + 1.O1071x + 0.931938x 2 -I- 0.685018~ 3 ] 8.14626 x 10 -6  
2 3 ) / 0.99916 + 1.00953x + 0.46031x + 0.237618"~ 
[0.3, 0.4] ~--0.00376158 + 1.04215x -I- 0.827124x 2 + 0.801478z 3 7.81749 x I0 -B 
/ 0.997696 + 1.0205x + 0.432866x 2 + 0.260487x 3 '~ 
[0.4, 0.5] ~, -0.00954329 --I- 1.08552x + 0.718717:r 2 + 0.891817x 3 ] 11.5296 x 10 - s  
/ 0.994113 + 1.04201x + 0,389865z 2 + 0.289154x 3 
[0.5,0.6] k_0.0273102 + i'19212x + 0'505514z 2 + 1.03395x3 ] 11.6396 x i0 - s  
/ 0.987637 + 1.07439~ -b 0.335899:~ 2 + 0.319136x a 
2 3 [0.6, 0.7] k -0.0536005 + 1.32357x + 0.286428z + 1.15567x ] 16.357 x 10 -a  
/ 0.976271 + 1.1231x + 0.266311x 2 + 0,352273x 3 
[0.7, 0.8] ~ -0.113737 + 1.5813z -- 0.0817546x 2 + 1.33099z 3 ) 17.359 x 10 -6 
[0.8, 0.9l / 0.95662 + 1.19679x + 0.174196z 2 + 0.390654x 3 "~ 
-0.19604 + 1.88993x - 0.467551x 2 + 1.49174z 3 J 23.29 x 10 -6  
/ 0.928372 + 1.29095x -{- 0.0695751x 2 4- 0.429403x ~'~ 
[0.9, I] \ --0.354987 + 2.41976x -- 1.05624x 2 + 1.70977x 3 ] 24.6909 x I0 -6  
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Consider the matr /x  problem 
Y'(x) = A(x)Y(x)  - B(x), 
with 
i) 
Y(0)  = - , x • [0, 1] ,  
0 
-1  -x  0 
A(x) = e = -x  
0 -1  
-2  + ( -3  + e=)x 
B(=) = x + e=(i + =) 
-1  + me = 
with  an exact so lut ion  g iven by 
--i + e = + x~ 
1 ) 
e • 
-1 -x -x2-e=(2+x)  ) 
e 2.  -~- =e"  - -  (5 Jr ~) (1  + =2)  , 
1 - 2(5  + =) 
l+x  e=+x ) 
Y(x) = 0 -1  + 5x + x 2 , 
z 0 
so we will be able to calculate the approximation error. 
Table 2. 
[xl, x i+ I] Approximat ion Errors 
1 +01.x I. + 2.= + 0.5=2 + 0.172313a~ 3 
[0,0.I] --1. +5.~" + 1.~ 2 @ 51.1502~ 3 X 10-6 |  1.39665 X 10 -6  
z -1.77022 x lO-6z ~ ] 
( 1. + 1.= 0.999976 + 2.00073= + 0.492747x 2 + 0.19649~ 3 
[0.I, 0.2] 0 - i .  + 4.99999.= + 1.00006x 2 - 0.000158467x 3 } 1.39565 x 10 -6  
I.. 10 -e × (0.00154 - 0.044642 + 0.04642 - 1.92505x 3) ] 
(+o 2 I. I .~ 0.999861+ 2.00245x + 0.484122x + 0.210864x 2 3 [0.2,0,3] -1 ,  + 5.00005.= + 0.999799x + 0.000281181= | 1.43614 × 10 -6  
6 2 3 \ 1.=. 10- × (-0.079 + 1.195=- 5.95= + 8.07= ) ) 
2 ( 1. + l ,x 0,999085 + 2.01021x + 0.458261x + 0.239599= 
2 3 [0.3, 0.4] 0 --0.999984 + .99986z +1.00044x - 0.000425581z ] 1.43614 x 10 -6 
6 2 3 ~, 1=. 1o-  × (oa67-  6.277= + ls.955= - 19.6o1= ) / 
2 3 ( 1. + i ,= 0,997911 + 2.01901= + 0.436255z + 0.257937= 
2 3 [0.4, 0.5] 0 --1.00005 + 5.000342 + 0.999213= + 0.000593048= ] 1.49774 × 10 -6  
6 2 3 1=. 10-  × ( -2 .737  + 19.260= + 44.889= + 33 603= ) / 
( I. + i .= 0.99362 + 2.04476x + 0,384763x 2 + 0.292265= 3 
[0.5, 0.6] O --0.999876 + 4.99931~: + 1.00129= 2 -- 0.000792557x 3 ) 1.49774 x 10 -6  
~, 1.=. 10 -6  X (8.356 -- 47.305= + 88.243= 2 -- 55.151= 3) 
( ' 1. + 1.x 0,98862 + 2.06976z + 0.34309z + 0.315417:r 2 3 [0.6, 0.7] 0 -1.00027 + 5.00127= + 0.998018= + 0.00102612x ] 1.57205 × 10 -6  
6 2 3 1.x, 10- x ( -20 .469+96,823=-  15.197= + 78.300,~ ) ] 
1. l .x 0.97449 + 2.13032x + 0.256581x + 0.356611x ~t 
2 3 [0.7,0.8] -0.999468 + 4.99784= + 1.00292= -- 0,00130831z ] 1.57205 x 10 -6  
\ 1.=. 10 -6  X (45.190 -- 18.4576= + 250.027= 2 -- 113,19.7= 3) ,] 
1. + I.= 0.959648 + 2.18597x + 0.187012= 2 + 0.385599x a 
[0.8, 0.9] 0 --i.00098 + 5.0035= + 0.995844:e 2 + 0.00163979z 3 ) 1.65985 x 10 -6  
l.:r. I0 -6  x ( -87.605 + 313.409= - 372.454x 2 + 146.24= 3) 
( I .  + I .= 0.923466 + 2.30658= + 0.0530041a: 2 + 0,435231~r 3 '~ 
[0.9, 1] 0 --0.998289 + 4.994542 + 1.0058= 2 -- 0.00204807z 3 ) 1.65985 x I0 -6  
~, 1.=. 10 -6  x (164.691 -- 527.578z + 561.976x :~ -- 199.845x a) 
(17) 
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As max~e[0,11 IIA(x)ll <_ 5, we take M = 5. Taking derivatives it follows that 
Y" (x )  = [A'(x) + A2(x)] Y(x)  - A(x)B(x )  - B'(x) ,  (18) 
('!) Y'(0) = A(0)Y (0) -  B(0) = 0 
1 
Y"(o) = 
For n = 10 it is veri/~es n > (b - a)/3, so we take h = (b - a ) /n  = 0.1. 
The results, obtained with MATHEMATICA V.4.0 are shown in Table 2. 
The values in the error column are obtained as in Example 3. i. No~e tha~ results are of order 
O(h 6) for h = 0.1. 
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